Scholastic Success With Writing, Grade 1
Synopsis
Give students the targeted, skill-building practice they need with these standards-based books!
Each workbook includes more than 40 ready-to-reproduce practice pages. Easy-to-follow directions and fun exercises motivate students to work on their own. Every activity in each book is correlated to state standards. For use with Grade 1.
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Customer Reviews
I use this with other Language Arts based information to home-school my child. I've purchased a few different workbooks from a few different companies and I think that Scholastic has a simpler format and layout...which makes it easier to introduce new information...makes learning new ideas more accessible...especially to a younger cutie pie... I plan on continuing with this company as my child moves up the grade ladder...

Great for use with students with writing difficulties. I use these with my high school students who are autistic and struggle with reading and writing. They are a great addition to my collection of materials to use in order to help my students.

Though this workbook is rather thin, it does have a lot of nice content in it. Some of it is a bit of overkill (rewrite 5+/- sentences with proper capitalization and punctuation on one sheet) in my view
for a 6 year old, but I am well pleased with it overall.

Got this to make sure we went over everything we need to cover in first grade. Lessons are easy and short and something we are doing during the summer. Kid doesn't gripe about them, easy practice sheets.

This workbook is part of my 1st graders every day work. Not only does it have different pages of work but also explains what needs to be done and how. While he naturally comes to me for help occasionally, we find the work perfect for a 1st grader while still being challenging. Great product and will purchase more in the future.

A bit advanced for a child going into first grade. This would have been better for my daughter to use in the middle of first grade or at the end. Not quite what I expected as I was looking for a book for her to practice her letters and numbers over the summer.

Great workbook to jump start writing. It teaches the basics in different creative ways. Eventually, my kids left the instruction and started writing their own in-depth humorous stories/captions, etc... in the lessons - which meant it was not a bore! Good purchase.

Inside the first page of this workbook, it is noted that it was "written by Lisa Molengraft". You can tell one fabulous person selected the exercises. It is a balance of detail work that is kind of boring but necessary, like rewriting sentences with capital letters, as well as creative work writing what came next. Each page actually has pretty fun topics to write about. This was written by 1 person, who deserves their name on the cover for all to see, who took pride in their work. I highly recommend the Scholastic Success with Writing series. Skip the Scholastic Grammar ones.
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